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Hello neighbor act 3 magnet room

Note: It should only be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, fighting or rude) posts. Next Walkthrough Act 3: How to get the red key? Prev Walkthrough Act 2 Act 3 is the last chapter in Hello Neighbor. During this act, you get to explore the neighbor's house and fight the final
battle. You start this act in the apartment. Wait until you receive the letter. After reading this and looking at the cutscene, you'll find yourself in a new place. Take the key out of the car's trunk and enter the green house. After another cutscene finishes, pick up the phone. After watching the following
cutscene, you'll regain full control of your character. First, the neighbour's house passes through the front door and heads to the right along the corridor until you reach the stairs above visible. Go upstairs. Jump on the lamp visible above. And now, go into the room presented above. Moving the photo with
the gunpoint opens up a secret passage nearby. You can jump out of this location (in the same way you came in here) or use the lever to open the grid. The secret section mentioned previously can be seen in the screenshot above. Go into it. The screenshots above show rooms you are bound to pass.
Soon after, you'll reach the room, from which you can jump to another location. Before you do, however, take the raven bar hosted in the screenshot above. Right now, you can't pick it up like it's hot, nonetheless, it cools after a while off. Now you can jump off. Take the umbrella you can find there - it will
be very useful later. Stand on the platform and throw something (eg. a chair or a cardboard box) at the switch presented above. This will lead to the shifting platform up. After reaching the top, open the door that leads to the new location. In this place, you need to reach the end of the hall with a trolley full
of five different products. Dummies will try to interrupt - should they approach you, you will have to start over and the products disappear from the trolley. If you see a dummy approaching, simply squat. It has to lose his interest in you. If that didn't happen, run. The products you need to have in your trolley
are visible in the screenshot above - you can find everyone on the shelves along the track. You cannot leave this location without these products. After passing the cash register, go to the door with the Exit sign on them. This way, you return to your neighbor's house. Go to the back of the house and
approach the small window visible above using a cardboard box. Switch the lever through the window to open the doors in the house. You can enter the house through the front door, but it's better to break a nearby window and go left. Climb the ladder onto the front end floor. Open the door and jump on
the Then jump inside the place above. Jump through the hole to reach another room. Use the button and the lever to turn on the train. It will begin the Rooftop. Next Walkthrough Act 3: How to get the red key? Prev Walkthrough Act 2 Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS
App Your Wicked Neighbor! Hello Neighbor guide contains walk-through and useful tips. This game guide can help you deal with the mystery neighbor and reach his deepest secret hidden in the basement. You will also find information on keys here (red, green and silver key). A game guide, walkthroin,
and tips for the game Hello Neighbor. This game guide can help you deal with the mystery neighbor and reach his deepest secret hidden in the basement. Starting tipsWalkthroughThis runs by describing a relatively stress-free way to beat the game and outwit the average neighbor. You can find several
solutions allowing you to complete the game faster. All hiding places We also indicated all hiding places in the neighbour's house. All hideouts and wardrobeSilver KeyA Silver Key in Hello Neighbor is very special item, which unfortunately can no longer be accessed. Silver key was crucial item in alpha
stage of the game - it was replaced by red key, green key and basement access card. About Hello NeighborHello Neighbor is a stealth game with a disturbing atmosphere, in which players are tasked with getting to the mysterious basement in their neighbor's home. However, the neighbour in question is
very vigilant and tries to deter the protagonist from his home with diverse traps, monitoring system and alarms. The game features advanced Artificial Intelligence, as the neighbor learns from player's actions - he boards up the broken windows and secures the routes you take the most. Next Gameplay
basics All Shelters Writer : Radoslaw Wacha Wasik for gamepressure.com Translator : Michal HANK Wloczko last update : December 18, 2017 Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes to this guide. Hello Neighbor Arcade PC XONE AND PS4 iOS Switch Guide Preview Article Videos 3
Files 63 Images 6 Series DOWNLOAD GUIDE Get e-book version of this Guide: JOIN FOR UPDATES Join the gaming community Facebook Youtube Guides Twitter You are not allowed to copy any image, text or information from this page. This site is not associated with and/or endorsed by the
smallBuild Games or Dynamic Pixels. All logos and images are copied by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 GRY-Online S.A. for gamepressure.com, unofficial game guides, walkthroins, secrets, game tips, maps and strategies for top games. Hello Neighbor Game Guide You may not copy
any image, text, or information from this page. This site is not associated with and/or endorsed by the smallBuild Games or Dynamic Pixels. All logos and images are copied by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 GRY-Online S.A. for gamepressure.com, unofficial gaming guides, walkthroils,
secrets, tips, maps and strategies for top games. THE GIANT MAGNET TAKES MY KEYS! PLZ HELP!! In act 3 there is a giant magnet near the train train and lift. But it takes things through the walls. A few times, I had to reboot act 3 because my red key was missing. It sometimes doesn't just take my
keys though, it takes my magnet gun, flashlight, binoculars, all my metal items. I know you're supposed to go to the roof and break the magnet, but when I go to the roof, my metal items are gone. When I turn it off as it takes me well from outside the room, the keys are almost impossible to find. I really love
the game but can the magnet glitch be fixed? This happens on pc and Xbox, so it makes the game more difficult. Like I said, I don't hate at stake. I love Hello Neighbor. But can it please be fixed? Every act in Hello Neighbor tells a different segment of the story, pitching around in time as a boy grows up
and bad things happen in the neighbor's house. By Law III, you already need a good idea of the game's mechanics and what kinds of things to look out for in terms of finding new routes or discovering items and keys. However, there are some changes in the formula for this last act, and the basic walk-
through is very similar to the previous Alpha build with the Dr. Seuss/Willy Wonka-style roller coaster. Hello Neighbor Act III GuideSome overlap exists between Hello Neighbor Acts II and III. If you're not done with the in-between segment taking place in another time, walk into your home for a cutscene,
then grab the green key out of the car pond to access the neighbor's house and pick up the phone. With that out of the way, it's time to start back on the regular game. First, grab any small, throwable item (like the VHS tape in your home) and two boxes. There are boxes in the closet of your home again,
or you can find some outside in the neighbor's yard. With those items in hand, head around the right side of the neighbor's house to the back. Pour off the boxes in front of the open racer where a red switch is just barely visible. Jump on the box tower and throw your item at the switch to flick it over and
unlock a door in the house. Reach the switchBreak the window directly next to you and go inside the house. Immediately turn left and enter the door opened by the switch, resulting in several long sets of ladres going up. Go on the first two ladres to a landing platform, then pull the red switch above the
door. Head inside to find the rollercoaster track. However, we're not quite going on this section yet. Instead, go down the red staircase to the right, and open the door to your left at the bottom of the stairs. Looking through the open door, you should see empty space leading to part of the track and a
window far across. When walking on the track, you should see a hole just before the window is in minded jumping. Aiming for the hole in the left-center near the windowJumping through the hole takes you to the roller coaster rail control room. Rotate the switch to the control panel (be careful to move too
far over and fall through the hole), then press the red button to the right to start walking the track. After pressing the button, jump through the hole in the floor right in front of control panel to return to the yard. Go back to the house through the same window you broke before, and go up the stairs to the right
near the clutter corridor (if you instead enter through the front door, head to the back of the house, and the stairs will be on your left). On the second floor, up the stairs, you'll see a fenced section of the room. To get past the gate, jump on the wooden railing, then turn and jump on the lamp on the opposite
wall. Jump past the gateFrom there, turn around again, and you need to see an open section of the floor that you can safely reach with a jump. You can pull the switch against the wall if you want, opening the gate so you don't have to do the jump puzzle again, although that means the neighbour will also
be able to patrol the area more easily. Use the boxes in this room to make a tower so that you can reach the paintings on the left wall. Interact with painting the apple at the top near the ceiling to turn it sideways (just press E instead of keeping it from picking up the painting), opening a ramp back on the



other side of the gate. Turn this painting! Start the painting driveway, then go up the stairs and ramps until you reach the top floor, where you can see a nicely carved entrance with a No Guns sign. Head inside, then take the door on the right, and the next door on the right, until you reach a room with more
metal rods blocking part of the room. However, we're not actually going to get past them this time. Ignore the wall fence and instead grab the shoe off the shelf and then turn back to the bars to find a box with a switch against the wall. You can't open the box, but if you click right to wind a throw for the
shoe, you can start it by the grab in the box on the right and keep the lever in the open position. Propping over the lever with a shoeRun back in the previous room, where another sealed box will now be open, so you grab a red key. It's easy to accidentally mess up this segment, so if the shoe doesn't
move over the lever, just grab something else like the binoculars off the shelf and try again. Go back into the room with the metal fence, and open the door on the left to find a new room where a door is locked by a chair. Pull down the chair and open the door, but don't step forward because you'll fall on
the lower floor. Instead, open the breaker for your right side to find a red-hot crowbar. Grab the crowbar, which will fall immediately, as it is too hot to last. Too hot to handle, but we'll need it for later We'll have to do something about the crowbar being heated but jump into the downstairs room and grab the
umbrella from the floor. With the umbrella in hand, jump through the square hole next to the couch to a strange strange with a half-open wall on your right. Look through the hole and search the bookcase to find a barely visible magnet. Grab it, since you need it to pick up a metal object. With this we can
pick up the hot crowbar! Now go back to the room where the crowbar dropped. There must now be several routes there as you opened the driveway and unlocked the doors. When you get back to the room, use the magnet to pick up the crowbar by holding left clicks while pointing to the crowbar with the
magnet in your current stock slot. Hold the crowbars back through the square hole next to the couch to re-enter the room where you found the magnet. This time, throw the switch against the wall and go through the metal fence when it opens. There is a key on the box in this room that you can use to
explore another area, but it is not necessary to complete the act. Drive through the door right in front of you (ignore the doors to the right and left side of this room) to enter the bathroom. Turn on the shower and keep the glowing hot crowbar under the stream of water. After a few seconds, it will cool so
you can keep and use the tool (eventually). Pick up the cooled crowbar so it goes into your stock and then go back into the hallway. Turn left, then remove the chair and open that door to enter a room with a large chair and a bunch of television monitors. Open the drawer under the resumes, and you need
to hear a click. Go to the right side of the room and open the door on the floor to jump to the ground level. Go through the door to your right to return to the main ground floor room. Here you can use the crowbar to remove the bolts that keep the boards in place that restrict access to the basement.
Removing the boardsAlthough removes the chair and boards, you still need a key card to open the electronic lock to the basement. Be sure to still have the umbrella in your inventory, and return to that long range of ladres you used at the beginning. Go back through the door you opened with the switch to
return to the room with the track. If the trolley is there, wait for it to pass. Otherwise, walk forward on the track and into the area outside the home. Return to the track roomRun on the track until you re-enter the house and can turn into a room on your right. You have to time this part carefully so you don't
get hit by the trolley because it can be close to you when you get to this section. If you're struggling, wait for the trolley to reach you, then just go after it leaves. Don't forget that the umbrella slows your fall if you press left clicks while holding it, so you can actually use it to jump out of the way if the trolley
hurtles towards you. Stand in the side room until the trolley slows down and stands still in front of you. open the door and jump inside to take a ride across the track. Waiting to hitch a rideMove in the second section of the trolley and wait until you're almost through the hole in the wall returning to main
railroad room. Pull the lever to stop the trolley, then jump out. This part is super glitchy and behaves in strange ways, so you'll probably end up flying through the air and then walking all the way back into that first lane room. Drop a box on the track and jump onto the pipe on your left, then from there, jump
on top of the stuffed trolley. Rotate so you face the front of the trolley, and jump on the roof section right in front of you. If you have this part completely glitches out for you constantly and you can't get it to work, just wait for the trolley to pass, then pile two boxes on the edge of the track to jump over to the
pipe, then drop another box so you get higher up. With a few tries, you can use the umbrella to reach the roof manually without the trolley. Jump on the roof of the trolleyTurn left and run up to the top of the roof to find a bunch of trees growing. Jump over the tree tops to the opposite corner of the roof,
where you'll find a small breaker box-type opening on the ground. Open it and pour in something like a box to clutter up the gears. With that done, go down the right and jump on the pipe. Out in the distact you should see a small building suspended in the air by boards. Jump over and activate the umbrella
to land on top and then jump down the entrance hole. Reaching the secondary buildingUse the red key gave us waaaaaaaaaay back at the beginning to open the door inside, which takes us into a fear room, where you shrunk to small size. Make your way up the shelves, knock over boards with cups
when necessary to make your own ramps. When you reach the grid, jump inside to be bruised upwards. After you leave the fear room, head back to the main railroad and head out of the opposite side of the track you've crossed through before. When you can see segments of the house again, jump
forward and head to the left so you land on the area with the bullseye rug and a chair. Pass through the outside door and then the side of your right side. Now go through the next door that should be on your left (if it's closed, that means the neighbor dropped a chair on the other side, so you'll have to go
through the house from the other direction). Turn a switch against the wall and pass through the odd metal door to enter a green room. Grab the guitar on the floor here. Grab the guitarGo back in the hallway and head in the other direction until you see a few boxes. Grab the flashlight on top of the boxes
and then go around the corner to find a blue kid's room. Your goal here is to recreate the dresser and wall segment exactly like it was on the wall painting. Put the flashlight on the shelf, the guitar and hat on top of the drawers, the cushion on the floor on the right side of the drawers, and the skateboard
directly in front of the drawers. You'll hear a sound if you did it properly. Search for a black thread on the ground that overflows to the window. Follow the thread and out in that gated area, which be open, and press the red button on the generator. It turns off a device that prevents you from grabbing the
green key. Turn the generator switchReturn to the main railroad room, and jump onto the railing for the red stairs to see an open section of wall blocked by boxes above. Throw something at the boxes to get through, then run into the next room and grab the green key. Return to the main floor and head to
the corridor where the ladres are located, and there are the stairs leading to the driveway. Instead of taking either direction, go down the cluttered corridor on the side and jump over the boxes. Use the green key to open the door and enter another fear room. Green DoorAfter completes the fear segment,
goes back onto the painting driveway and returns to the room where you first grabbed the umbrella (the one with the small square hole next to the couch). Turn the red lever (tied to a long black cable) positioned behind the blue couch. Pass through the wooden door that opens after pulling the lever to
enter the next fear room. When you complete this segment, return to the main floor and enter the kitchen. Open the freezer to find the key card for the basement that now tells you (if you haven't completed the fear rooms, the key card won't be there). Now you can finally enter the basement for the last
time, where things get super freeform and weird as the story wraps up. Enjoy! It was in the freezer the whole time? Did you find any other secrets we missed? Let us know in the comments section below! Haven't finished the earlier parts of the game yet? Check Out Our Full Hello Neighbor Walkthrode For
The Game's Two Previous Acts Here: Hello Neighbor Act 1 Guide Hello Neighbor Act 2 Guide Guide
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